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Windows System Programming, Third Edition gives a solid grounding on using the core Windows APIs, includingWin64; is updated for Windows Server 2003, Windows XP, and the Microsoft Visual Studio .NET Framework, and has extensive examples illustrate all topics and show performance impact and tradeoffs

A practical guide to the central features and functions of the Windows API, Windows System Programming, Third Edition, will get you up and running with Windows XP and 2003, as well as other Windows systems. Unlike most Windows programming resources, this book focuses exclusively on the core system servicesfile system, memory, processes and threads, synchronization, communication, and securityrather than on the more commonly featured graphical user interface functions. Especially geared for those already familiar with UNIX or other high-end operating systems, Windows System Programming, Third Edition, helps you to build on your knowledge base to learn the most important features quickly and easily.

This new edition has been updated and enhanced with coverage of new API functions, network programming, Windows Services, process and thread management, synchronization, and application performance on single and multiprocessor systems. It also describes techniques for porting applications to Win64, the new Windows 64-bit API.
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MacBook For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
Got a new MacBook, MacBook Air, or MacBook Pro? Want the scoop on Mac laptop basics, using Mac OS X Leopard, networking a laptop, or connecting your laptop to wireless devices? There’s no better place to find what you need than MacBook For Dummies, 2nd Edition!
    With your Mac laptop, you can take your movies, music,...
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Think Better: An Innovator's Guide to Productive Thinking (Management & Leadership)McGraw-Hill, 2007

	There are thousands of books about thinking. But there are very few books that provide clear how-to information that can actually help you think better.


	Think Better is about Productive Thinking â€• why it’s important, how it works, and how to use it at work, at home, and at play. Productive Thinking is a...
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Web Service Contract Design and Versioning for SOAPrentice Hall, 2008

	The Ultimate Guide for Designing and Governing Web Service Contracts


	 


	For Web services to succeed as part of SOA, they require balanced, effective technical contracts that enable services to be evolved and repeatedly reused for years to come....
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Digital Control in Power Electronics (Synthesis Lectures on Power Electronics)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2006

	This book presents the reader, whether an electrical engineering student in power electronics or a design engineer, some typical power converter control problems and their basic digital solutions, based on the most widespread digital control techniques. The presentation is focused on different applications of the same power converter...
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The Certified Reliability Engineer HandbookASQ Quality Press, 2008
Reliability engineers are professionals who understand the principles of performance evaluation and prediction to improve product/systems safety, reliability, and maintainability. This handbook s chapters and sections match the Body of Knowledge (BOK) specified for ASQ s Reliability Engineer certification, which includes design review and control;...
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Case Studies in Bayesian Statistical Modelling and AnalysisJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Provides an accessible foundation to Bayesian analysis using real world models


	This book aims to present an introduction to Bayesian modelling and computation, by considering real case studies drawn from diverse fields spanning ecology, health, genetics and finance. Each chapter comprises a description of the problem, the...
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